It is a well-known property of 0-1 programs that every feasible integer solution is basic. Hence, vert Xj ç vert X. Further, a solution associated with a feasible basis B, whose columns are indexée! by I, is integer if and only if ^a t = b for some Q ç /, and Q is unique whenever it exists.
ieQ Finally, if B is a feasible basis, / and J are the associated basic and nonbasic index sets, and ö, = B~1a j . To simplify notation, we assume the components of x to have been ordered so that I -{ 1, ..., m } ; thus the components of ïïj are a ij9 i = 1, ..., m. Observe that a tj > 0 for at least one iel and every j e J, since X is bounded. Further, we dénote
where e s is the (n -m)-dimensional unit vector whose j-th component is 1 ; L e., the n-vector W is the j-th column of the Tucker-tableau. The fc-th component of W is denoted by ïï{. Given a linear program, two bases are called adjacent if they differ in exactly one column. Two basic feasible solutions are called adjacent if they are adjacent vertices of the feasible set (i. e., distinct vertices contained in an edge, or 1-dimensional face). Two adjacent bases may be associated with the same solution; while two adjacent basic feasible solutions may be associated with two bases that are not adjacent to each other.
The results of this paper were first shown in [1] , [2] to hold for the set partitioning problem, a special case of the problem considered here. Most of the proofs given in [2] carry over to the gênerai case with only minor changes, but the main resuit (the sufficiency part of Theorem 3) requires a different approach. For the sake of completeness, we give all the proofs. THEOREM 1 : Let x 1 and x 2 be two feasible integer solutions to (P')-Let B be a basis matrix associated with x\ let I and J be the index sets for the basic and nonbasic variables respectively, and for i = 1, 2, let
Then, denoting â } = B~ia j , jeJ, 
is a basic feasible solution to (P'), it follows that x 2 as defined by (5) is feasible for (F'). Since x 2 is integer, it is also basic. From Theorem 1, relation (4) follows with Q = J x n Q 2 .
Ô. £. D. A set g c J for which (3) holds will be called decomposable if it can be partitioned into two subsets, g* and g**, such that (3) remains true when g is replaced by Q* and g** respectively.
We now give a necessary and sufficient condition for two integer vertices of X to be adjacent on Xj. where S 2 = g, S 3 = g*, S 4 = g**, and a J ' is defined by (1) , are all feasible integer solutions to (P')> hence vertices of X T . Let nx = n 0 be a supporting hyperplane for A^, such that TIX' = TC 0 for î = 1, 2 and rcx < TI 0 , VxeXj.
(If no such hyperplane exists, then x 1 and x 2 are not adjacent on X Iy and the statement is proved.) Then from (6)
whereas nx 3 = Tix 1 -
Then from (7) and (8) 
is known (see for instance [3] ) to be the intersection of those halfspaces H+, » = 1, ..., p, such that x 1 = p|H" where H t = bdHf. Since { H, + }{ïf is a subset of the set of halfspaces whose intersection is X u clearly X t ç C(x 1 ), and therefore every vertex x of F can be expressed as Since x 2 is not adjacent to x 1 , p > 2. From Theorems 1 and 2, We now partition g into two subsets g* = g u and g** = g -g*. To complete the proof, we will show that (3) holds when g is replaced by g** (for g* this follows from Theorem 1). This will be done by showing that x** is a feasible integer solution to (P'\ where x** = x 1 -£ - 
hence xf > 0 5 contradicting our earlier finding that xf = 0. Hence, x** > 0. Suppose on the other hand that xjf* > 1. By (12), x£ = 1 and £ â£ = 1 (since g xl = Q*). But from (10), this implies (for i = 1) that x£ = 1, and hence that (13) holds with reversed inequality. Again from (14) we conclude that xl < 1, contradicting our earlier finding that x£ = 1. Consequently, 0 < x^* < 1 for all keN. Finally, ^x** -b, since where JR is the submatrix of A consisting of the columns a j9 jeJ, Hence x** is a feasible 0-1 point. 2 are not adjacent on X T , then by Theorem 3 g = J n g 2 can be partitioned into two subsets g* and g** such that (3) holds with g replaced by g* and g**. If x * _ x i __ y ^j and _.
are both adjacent to x 1 , the statement is proved; otherwise the reasoning can be applied to g* and/or g**, and can be repeated as many times as needed to obtain pairwise disjoint sets Q lh i = 1, ...,p, with p > 2, which are not decomposable. , with x 1 = x, x k = y, such that every pair of vertices x\ x t+1 , i -1, .. ., fe -1, is connected by an edge of Xj ; the length of the path being k -1. The edgedistance d{x, y) between x and )/ is the length of a shortest path between x and y. The diameter ô(Xj) of X 7 is the longest edge-distance between any two vertices of X x .
Let [a] dénote the largest integer less than or equal to the real number a. For the next corollary, we assume that the matrix A defining X t has no identical columns. 7 ) is achieved by the minimum distance between the empty matching and any maximum matching on the matching polytope. In this sense the upper bound on 5(Xj) given in the above Corollary is a strongest possible one.
The property stated in the next Theorem, which does not hold for arbitrary integer programs, has some interesting algorithmic implications. Thus, since x is optimal, so is x*; and since the vertices x x \ ieP + are among those that generate C 5 clearly x* e C.
Q. E. D. The above results can be used to generate integer vertices of the feasible set X, adjacent to a given integer vertex x 1 . Namely, by systematically generating composite columns of the form a j * -£ ü{ where Q satisfies the requirements for x 1 -a j * to be a vertex of X T adjacent to x 1 , one can obtain all such vertices. The efficiency of a procedure based on these results will of course be highly dependent on the spécifie way in which they are used; and in view of the many options that are available, this topic requires further investigation.
